
overcome all-or-
nothing thinking

Start calming anxiety by re-framing your all-or-
nothing thoughts 



relax your anxious thoughts

I should give my 100% in this
project and it has to be the best -
or might as well not do it at all
If I eat one more cookie, my diet is
totally destroyed.
I should be a raving success at
work / business - if not, I am a
worthless person

All or Nothing thinking is similar to
thinking in a black-and-white
manner. This thought pattern is
highly stressful because it is harshly
unforgiving towards yourself and
other people. 

People with All or Nothing thought
patterns will downplay their
achievements. Should they close a
sales deal for example, they will
discount it and say that it happened
by 'luck' or the client was simply
'being nice' to them.

People and life situations can be
complex. Rarely anything in life is
100% 'good' or 100% 'bad'. 

Examples of All or Nothing thinking:

 'All or Nothing' thinking
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relax your All or Nothing thoughts

What is one self-destructive all-or-nothing thought that you
have? (eg: "I should always earn $xxxx per month or I'm a

failure.")

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

How is this thought destructive to you and your self-esteem?
(eg: "It makes me stressed out." "It makes me unable to sleep at

night.")

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Where do you think your all-or-nothing thought comes from?

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
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relax your All or Nothing thoughts

How can you re-frame this self-destructive thought to be
more balanced and give you a sense of relief?

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

What would your trusted friend say to you if you tell him /
her about your self-destructive thought?

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Write the evidence you have which prove 
your all-or-nothing thought wrong.

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
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If you want more strategies to help you live
your best life, follow me on  Facebook for

daily inspiration.

Facebook :  Rhythm and Rhyme Life Coaching
Facebook Group: GOal-Getters

want more resources?

(Sharon)
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